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Capture cell experiments designed t o  study the nature of particulates in near earth orbit, 
(both man-made and natural) are currently being flown on the Long Duration Exposure Facility 
(LDEF) due to  be returned t o  earth later this year. Insight into what may be expected from 
LDEF is obtained from studies of the thermal blanket returned t o  earth on the Solar Max 
Repair Mission. Because the blanket consists of a laminated set of layers of materials of 
different compositions and thicknesses it represents a (non-ideal) variant of the capture cell 
concept. In spite of the fact t ha t  the blanket contained a great deal of terrestrial 
contamination, it has proven possible in most cases to  identify the nature of the impacting 
particles, and t o  recover individual fragments of cosmic dust for detailed analytic electron beam 
studies. 

Returned surfaces from Solar Max included - 1.5 m2 of thermal insulation blanket and - 1.0 m2 of aluminum thermal control louvres [ I ]  t ha t  had been exposed t o  the space 
environment for approximately 50 months. The  curatorial facility at JSC performed optical 
scanning of the surfaces and cored craters or perforations 2 40 prn in diameter for further 
laboratory study. A total of 12 cored impact samples (34 surfaces) tha t  were removed from 
thermal blanket No. 6, which was situated on the side of the Attitude Control System (ACS) 
box were received by us. The  blanket consisted of a 50 pm-thick outer layer of kapton, 
aluminized on the underside, over 16 layers of aluminized mylar, each layer separated by a 
dacron net. 

The  morphologies of the impact debris material were highly varied, ranging from a 
complex 'spider web' pattern t o  a more or less contiguous deposit. SEM/EDX measurements on 
individual fragment particles allowed the nature of the impacting material t o  be unambiguously 
identified in 7 out  of the, 12 cases. Two impacts were produced by particles of chondritic 
composition and three by Al-rich material, probably A1203 rocket exhaust. In two cases, the 
material associated with the impact gave a Si- only signature. Ion probe and laser-raman da t a  
suggest that  this material was silicone oil. In addition, many of the top surface perforations had 
a significant amount of material adhering t o  the inner walls of the perforation which gave a Si- 
only signature, suggostive of recondensed silicone oil. 

One chondritic impact (samples 3661367) produced a 110 p m  diameter perforation in the 
top kapton surface with a debris zone on the second foil extending t o  - 2.4 mm diameter. A 
large number of discrete particles 2 1-5 p m  in size were found on the second foil with the 
density of particles increasing towards the center of the deposit. The  chondritic particles were 
most easily found by taking a backscattered electron image (BEI) of the impact debris zone. 

T o  date, 4 particles from sample 367 have been prepared and studied by scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM). These 4 particles were initially hand-picked from the 
aluminized mylar substrate and transferred onto thin ( -  200 A) support films. Half of this 
substrate had been gold-coated ( to optimize SEM imaging), and two of the four particles were 
located in this region. SEM images of these two gold-coated particles showed porous, fluffy 
exteriors similar t o  those of chondritic micrometeorites collected from the stratosphere. These 
particles were set aside for thin-sectioning by ultramicrotomy (c.f. [2] for details of the 
ultramicrotomy procedure). All four particles exhibited chondritic compositions, although 
somewhat depleted in sulphur. 

The  two uncoated particles (both - 4 pm)  were removed from their impact substrates by 
replication. The  particles were immersed in a thin collodion film, which upon hardening was 
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peeled off the substrate. Small regions containing the particles were cut from the collodion film 
and transferred onto TEM support substrates. Using amyl acetate, the collodion was removed 
leaving the particles intact. These two particles were then studied by analytical electron 
microscopy. Despite their outwardly "normal" appearance, backscattered electron images 
showed that both were heavily decorated with submicron Fe-Ni-Cr mounds. Further 
examination revealed a phase containing Mg, Al, Si, S and Ca, as well as a low atomic number 
phase (presumably carbonaceous). Since the metallic mounds have never been observed in 
stratospheric dust particles, we consider it likely that they are secondary heating products 
produced as a result of the passage of the particles through the kapton foil. 

The gold-coated particles (3 pm and 5 pm) were also removed from the impact substrate 
by replication and then embedded into epoxy mounts for ultramicrotomy. Examination of 
multiple thin-sections from both particles indicated that they also suffered significant alteration. 
Iron-rich spheres were dispersed throughout the sections, together with silica-rich glass, and an 
Mg, Si, Fe-rich phase. 

The second chondritic impact (sample 504) did not perforate the top kapton surface but 
produced an impact crater 80 pm in diameter. The crater rim was highly asymmetrical, with a 
thick (up to  - 40 pm) peel-back lip extending over twc-thirds of the crater circumference and 
little or no raised rim over the remaining third, which is suggestive of an oblique impact. 
Several fragments of material were visible on the kapton surface surrounding the crater lip. 
This particular crater was chosen for study because there was a large ( -  17 pm) chondritic 
particle adhering to the inner crater wall level with the kapton surface. The sulphur content of 
this particle (as reported by JSC) appears undepleted, so it may represent the least perturbed 
material yet encountered. Replication of the crater yielded a total of seven chondritic fragments 
ranging in size from 2 pm to 17 pm. The largest particle was then mounted in epoxy for thin- 
sectioning, while the remainder will be studied by ion microprobe for isotopic measurements. 

Thin sections of the largest particle revealed that  it is a low porosity hydrated particle and 
is very similar to  the hydrous subset of chondritic micrometeorites recovered from the 
stratosphere. High resolution lattice fringe images indicate that the base spacing of the 
phyllosilicate is 7.3 A approximately which is consistent with serpentine septachlorite minerals. 
Fe-Ni sulphides are also present and they seem to be undepleted in sulphur. Preliminary results 
from the sectioned particle are very promising because (a) they suggest that  the particle is un- 
melted and (b) they provide a link between Solar Max impact debris and stratospheric 
micrometeorites. 
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